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Article 59 

NUMBER VALUES FORMATS STEPS 

There is a Fundamental Unity of Human Mind. Let modern mind be 

parallel with Ancient Wisdom preservations of number values steps 

for chase of higher spaces sealed at origin of 3-space (physical / 

solids / Earth / linear order space). 

Number value format (NVF) 

NVF (A) = 1, NVF (B) = 2, NVF (C) = 3, ….., NVF (Z) = 26 makes 

numbers values range 1 to 6 as number values format for 26 letters 

alphabet A to Z. 

NVF of words of Alphabet A to Z 

NVF of a word of alphabet A to Z is the summation value of NVFs of 

individual letters of the word.  

Illustratively the word ‘WORD’ is of  

NVF (WORD) = NVF (W) + NVF (O) +NVF (R) + NVF (D)  

= 23 + 15 + 18 + 4 = 60 = NVF (FOUR). 

Chase of higher spaces sealed at origin of cube (3-space body) 

NVF (CUBE) = 31 which is 1-space as dimension, 3-space as 

domain, a linear order 3-space set up. Structural components of 

cube are 8 corner points, 12 edges, 6 surfaces, 1 voluume, 3 axes, 1 

origin. 

Formulation FIRST as NVF (FIRST) = 72 = NVF (ORIGIN) preserves 

the first step chase as ‘ORIGIN’ of 3-space. 



Formulation (SECOND) as NVF (SECOND) = 60 = NVF (FOUR) 

preserves the second steps chase as 4-space, at origin seat. 

Formulation THIRD as NVF (THIRD) = 59 = NVF (SOLID) preserves 

the third step chase as ‘solid’ / domain fold at origin seat. 

Formulation FOURTH as NVF (FOURTH) = 88 = NVF (VOLUUME), 

preserves as that voluume is to be chased at origin seat. 

Formulation FIFTH as NVF (FIFTH) = 49 = NVF (AXES) preserves 

as that axes are to be chased at origin seat. 

Formulation SIXTH as NVF (SIXTH) = 80 = NVF (CREATOR) is to 

be chased at origin seat.  

Formulation SEVENTH as NVF (SEVENTH) = 93 = NVF (ENTITY) to 

be chased at origin seat. 

Formulation EIGHTH as NVF (EIGHTH) = 57 = NVF (SLEEP) be 

chased at origin seat. 

Formulation NINTH as NVF (NINTH) = 65 = NVF (CENTER)  

A reach from origin back to center of the cube makes a complete 

range of chase of space sealed at the origin at center of the cube. 

Let us be parallel with these steps. NVF (TENTH) = 67 = NVF 

(WATER) takes from Earth to Water. 
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